UWCF Performance Report 2018

Dear readers,
We are pleased to present not just the annual report of the United World Cultures Foundation.
This is a story about hope, about the future, about changes and opportunities!
We measure our success by the number of lives that we managed to change.
Every day, communities around the world surmount hurdles and face challenges that cannot
be ignored, such as poverty, inequality, lack of access to education. And now, more than ever,
people need support and hope.
We work to make changes, so that everyone has the opportunity for decent life.
We work so that every child has a solid start for development of their talents.
We fight for people to have access to medicine, healthy food and good physical shape.
Every day we strive to create lasting and positive changes in society. However, we are not
able to do this on our own. Thanks to the generous support from our charity givers, partners
and leaders we are able to help others move forward. The team of the United World Cultures
Foundation extends its special thanks to DONTEM and OLIMP companies, as well as to
Arterium and Luxoptica trademarks, for their support.
Thank you all for our fruitful cooperation!
Best regards,
UWCF team
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PROGRAM

WALKING TO THE
HEALTH LAND PROGRAM
The number of citizens directly involved in the program is 1,506 people.
The number of beneficiaries is 22 civil society and charitable organizations, local communities.
Charitable assistance under the program totals UAH 2,193,467, of which the amount spent by the
Foundation in cash is UAH 87,011, and goods and materials donated by UWCF are worth UAH 2,106,456.

W

alking to the Health Land Program covers
three activity areas and three charity projects,
accordingly: Our Health Is in Our Hands, Shine
of Happy Eyes and Health Protection of Mother
and Child. State Institute of Pediatrics, Obstetrics
and Gynecology under the National Academy of
Medical Sciences of Ukraine.
The regions of Ukraine covered by
the program are Kyiv, Zhytomyr, Donetsk,
Luhansk, Odesa, Dnipropetrovsk, Zaporizhia,
Lviv, Vinnytsia and Kirovohrad.
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WALKING TO THE HEALTH LAND PROGRAM

PROJECT

Our Health Is in Our Hands Project

I

n 2019, within the framework of the project,
Charity Fund UWCF provided medicines for
disadvantaged social groups of population,
namely for large and low-income families, people
with disabilities, displaced persons, people living
in the territory of the Joint Forces Operation
(JFO/ATO) and for participants of the JFO
(ATO). Medical institutions were provided with
food and equipment for the wards: two bath-tubs
for Uman City Hospital, rice food mixture for
Severodonetsk Regional Children’s Tuberculosis
Sanatorium and Slovyansk Central District
Hospital.
In addition, charity campaigns Check Your
Pressure and Find Time for Yourself were
implemented. A campaign Special Transport for
People with Disabilities was held jointly with
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a charitable organization ICF Contribution to
Medicine Development. A campaign dedicated to
the Donor Day was run at Bogomolets National
Medical University jointly with Shevchenko
district organization of the Red Cross Society of
Ukraine.
The medications UWCF received from
Arterium
International
Pharmaceutical
Corporation and Indian Herbs Company
were provided to residents of Kyiv, Zhytomyr,
Vinnytsia, Donetsk, Luhansk, Kirovograd and
Lviv regions.

The medicines were distributed through
the following organizations:
• Obukhiv city organization of the Red Cross
Society of Ukraine (Kyiv region)
• Shevchenko district organization of the Red
Cross Society of Ukraine in Kyiv city
• Avdiyivka central municipal hospital (Donetsk
region)
• Ruzhyn district central hospital (Zhytomyr
region)
• Slovyansk central district hospital (Donetsk
region)
• Primary Health Care Centre of Slovyansk
district council, Donetsk region
• Severodonetsk Regional Children’s
Tuberculosis Sanatorium (Luhansk region)
• Kryla Volunteer Union International Charitable
Foundation
• ICF Contribution to Medicine Development
• Saving the Soul Charitable Foundation
(Pokrovsk, Donetsk region)
• Yednist Podil district association of disabled
people civil society organization (Kyiv)
• Vse Robymo Sami (We Do It All by
Ourselves) Zhytomyr city children’s civil
society organization
• Rodyna civil society organization of disabled
people (Kyiv)
• Zoria Donbasu civil society organization
• llinivka rural amalgamated community of
Kostiantynivka district, Donetsk region
• community of Piskivka village, Borodyansky
district, Kyiv region.
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WALKING TO THE HEALTH LAND PROGRAM

Control Your Pressure
charitable campaign
was held on 10 June for guests of Just Like Me
family-inclusive festival, namely for pupils of
orphanages and for children with parents. During the
campaign, volunteers of the Charity Fund (medical
students) made blood pressure measurements
for 76 people and gave them advice on the correct
pressure measuring and methods of preventing
hypertension. In addition, UWCF staff delivered a
master class to pupils of children’s residential care
home in Nova Borova, Zhytomyr region, on the
correct blood pressure measuring and explained the
basic principles of preventing hypertension.

Find Time for Yourself campaign
of Walking to the Health Land program promotes
a trend for attentive attitude to one’s own health.
As part of this campaign, a mobile office of doctors
from Kyiv travelled to other populated areas where
all interested persons from groups entitled for social
welfare benefits could undergo a free ultrasound
examination and get a professional advice from
a doctor on the spot. Using ultrasound, doctors
examined abdominal organs (liver, gallbladder,
pancreas and spleen), urination organs (kidneys,
bladder, and prostate gland), thyroid, lymph nodes
and the system of female reproductive organs.
From 27 to 29 July 2018, Find Time for Yourself
campaign reached out to residents of Mykolayivka
town community of Slovyansk district, Donetsk
region. During just three days, 159 residents
of Mykolayivka town community underwent
ultrasonic examination free of charge.
From 17 to 18 August 2018, Find Time for
Yourself campaign visited residents of Bilylivka
village, Ruzhyn district of Zhytomyr region. 239
residents of the village, both children and adults,
came to undergo an examination in order not to
miss a disease or developmental disorder.
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Special Transport for People
with Disabilities campaign,
which the United World Cultures Foundation
established jointly with the International
Charitable Fund Contribution to Medicine
Development, in 2019 helped residents of
Donetsk, Zhytomyr and Kirovograd regions by
providing wheelchairs both to individuals with
disabilities (through partner organizations) and
to medical institutions.
30 wheelchairs were provided for free to:
• Ruzhyn district central hospital – 1 wheelchair
• local community of Bilylivka village, Ruzhyn
district, Zhytomyr region – 12 wheelchairs for
people with reduced mobility
• Vse Robymo Sami Zhytomyr civil society
organization for children – 4 wheelchairs for
children with disabilities
• Slovyansk
central
1 wheelchair

district

hospital

–

• Vira v Ukrainu (Faith in Ukraine) Volunteer
Association SCO – 10 wheelchairs for
residents with disabilities from Mykolayivka
town community, Slovyansk district of Donetsk
region
• local community of Kompaniyivka district,
Kirovograd region – 2 wheelchairs for people
with diabetes.
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WALKING TO THE HEALTH LAND PROGRAM

PROJECT

Shine of Happy Eyes Project

I

n 2018, within the framework of the
project, the United World Cultures Foundation
continued implementation of a Ukraine-wide
initiative I Give Care established jointly with
Luxoptica trademark for residents of Donetsk
and Kirovograd regions.
From 27 to 29 July 2018, skilled optometrists
made free examination of visual acuity and
measurements of eye pressure for residents
of Mykolayivka amalgamated community in
Mykolayivka town and Ray-Oleksandrivka
village (Slovyansk district of Donetsk region).
In addition, they were giving consultations and
issuing prescriptions for production of free
glasses from TM Luxoptica. During the three
days of the vision tests, 347 patients received
consultations. On 28-30 November, 312 residents
of Mykolayivka community received glasses for
free.
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On 11-13 December 2018, Ukraine-wide I
Give Care project reached out to Kompaniyivka
district of Kirovograd region (on 11-12 December
– in Kompaniyivka village, on 13 December –
in Maryivka village). 600 patients received a
prophylactic examination and consultations.
Prescriptions were issued for production of
496 glasses. Further on, all individually issued
prescriptions were handed over to Luxoptica
Company for the production of glasses.
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WALKING TO THE HEALTH LAND PROGRAM

PROJECT

Project Health Protection of
Mother and Child. State Institute of
Pediatrics, Obstetrics and Gynecology
under the National Academy of
Medical Sciences of Ukraine

O

n the occasion of Mother’s Day, the United
World Cultures Foundation visited the children’s
department of the Institute of Pediatrics,
Obstetrics and Gynecology under the National
Academy of Medical Sciences of Ukraine to give
emotional support to mothers from all over
Ukraine who were near their children during
medical treatment. Musical congratulations from
Pervotsvit folk music ensemble of M.Verykivskyi
Kyiv Children’s School of Arts No. 2 led by Julia
Gershtun created a true festive mood. Amid
positive and joyful impressions, guests and
participants of the festival planted lilac saplings
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so that in the future a magic Mother’s Lilac
Avenue would grow up. Children who attended
the event and those who could not leave their
wards for health reasons received vitamin fruit
packages.
In addition, the Charity Fund together with
Pervotsvit folk music ensemble visited the
Institute of Pediatrics, Obstetrics and Gynecology
with congratulations on the International Nurses
Day and created a festive mood for all medical
workers.
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LET’S IMPROVE CHILDREN’S
LIVES PROGRAM
The number of events/activities held: 55.
The number of beneficiaries: 24 civil society organizations and charitable organizations, local communities.
The number of persons reached by the events/activities:1,950 persons.
Charitable assistance under the program in cash equivalent: UAH 210,650, of which UAH 36,668 spent in cash,
and UAH 173,982 as donated goods and materials.
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I

mplementing Let’s Improve Children’s Lives
program, UWCF takes care of children who are in
specialized institutions and who find themselves
in a difficult life situation. The Foundation helps
orphanages, rehabilitation centres for children
with disabilities, educational and cultural
institutions. It organizes excursions and holds
various activities for children. The program
includes Active Leisure and Special Talents
charity projects, as well as the Cartload of Books
campaign.

• Kryla (Wings) Volunteer
charitable foundation

During the year, within the framework
of the program, UWCF collaborated with
and assisted the following institutions,
organizations and individuals:

• members of LEADER Student Council at Children’s
and Youth Creativity Centre, Solomyanskyi district
(Kyiv)

• Pugachiv psycho-neurological orphanage (for girls
suffering from oligophrenia in stages of imbecility,
Down’s disease, for children deprived of parental
care and orphans)
• Nova Borova children’s residential care home/
orphanage (for girls aged 4 to 35 years with a
diagnosis of oligophrenia in imbecility stage (group
II disabled persons)
• Bila Tserkva children’s residential care home/
orphanage (for children with cerebral palsy, Down’s
syndrome, autism, epilepsy, mental and physical
developmental disorders, moderate and severe
mental retardation)

Union

international

• Vse Robymo Sami Zhytomyr city children’s CSO
• Saving a Soul charitable foundation
• ICF Happy People
• Volunteer Fund of Ukraine charitable organization
• Social Harmony CSO

• internally displaced children from Donbas living in
Dzherelo boarding house
• vulnerable and large families of KlavdiyevoTarasove community (Kyiv region)
• persons with disabilities and low-income residents
of Illinivka amalgamated local community
• large family from Vasylkivka village (Dnipropetrovsk
region)
• vulnerable and large families from Kompaniyivka
district of Kirovograd region.

• Rodyna civil society organization for people with
disabilities (for children with severe developmental
disorders, combined disorders – autism, behavioural
problems, mental retardation)
• Kyiv city centre for rehabilitation of children with
disabilities
• Y.P. Batyuk boarding school No. 5 of Kyiv city (for
children with visual impairments)
• Special School-Life charitable organization
• Social services territorial centre (provision of social
services) in Shevchenko district of Kyiv city (a
group for the provision of day care for children with
disabilities)
• Severodonetsk Regional Children’s Tuberculosis
Sanatorium
• Veselka Nove Zalissia preschool educational
facility/nursery-kindergarten/ No. 30
• Zoria Donbasu civil society organization
• Veselka TV children’s internet TV and radio CSO
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LET’S IMPROVE CHILDREN’S LIVES PROGRAM

UWCF’s outreach to boarding schools/
orphanages
During the year, staff members of the United
World Cultures Foundation together with volunteers
of detdom.info and Social Harmony CSO visited
residents of Pugachiv psycho-neurological care home/
orphanage (Zhytomyr region, Korosten district,
Berezneve village), Nova Borova children’s orphanage
(Zhytomyr region) and Bila Tserkva orphanage (Kyiv
region). Developing the process of social inclusion in
Ukraine, the Foundation, on numerous occasions,
involved leaders of student self-government from
educational institutions of Solomyanskyi district led
by teachers and mentors from children’s and youth
creativity centre of Solomyanskyi district of Kyiv into
these visits.

During each visit, the visitors had a pleasant
and useful communication with children, gave
their warmth and love to pupils, played with them,
organized various master classes so that the children
did not feel helpless and could faster adapt to the
modern world. Every time the children received some
tasty delights and some necessities from their guests.

At the beginning of May, in the framework of
Just Like Me family-inclusive festival, UWCF staff
members together with pupils from Pugachiv psychoneurological orphanage and pupils from Bila Tserkva
orphanage planted Just Like Me lilac avenues in the
territory of the orphanages.
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In addition, in 2018, through joint efforts of UWCF
and volunteers, assisted by a partner organization,
Kryla Volunteer Union ICF, 4 visits to Kyiv city
and Kyiv region were organized for pupils
of these institutions. Thus, on 17 February,
pupils of Pugachiv psycho-neurological orphanage
had an opportunity to learn the magical world of
Kievan Rus Park, the centre of culture and history of
ancient Rus (Kopachiv village, Obukhiv district, Kyiv
region), where the largest Ukrainian celebration of
Maslenytsia (Pancake Week) was taking place.
On 12 October, girls from Pugachiv orphanage again
visited the capital city, namely a dinosaur exhibition
at the National Complex Expocentre Ukraine.
On 22 December, UWCF and volunteers from
detdom.info organized a fascinating journey to the
winter fairy tale, Kievan Rus Park, the centre of
culture and history of ancient Rus, and a visit to St.
Nicholas, for girls from Pugachiv orphanage and
Nova Borova orphanage.

In summer, pupils from two orphanages, Bila
Tserkva and Pugachiv, attended Just Like Me familyinclusive festival that took place on 10 June in T.G.
Shevchenko park (Kyiv).
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LET’S IMPROVE CHILDREN’S LIVES PROGRAM

UWCF became a partner of the AllUkrainian social project We are listening
with VESELKA TV: children for children.
Its goal is to create high-quality children’s
audiobooks in Ukrainian read by internally
displaced children for children with visual
impairments and with dyslexia. Each audiobook
contains 20 works from the book A handful of
words for a good mood by the Ukrainian writer
Slava Svitova. The circulation of the audiobook
is 300 copies on flash drives (memory sticks).
Pupils of Kyiv orphanage No. 5, as well as pupils
of orphanages for children with special needs in
Poltava and Chernivtsi have received the copies
of the audiobook. Soon, the audio stories can be
heard in the Internet (from 20 February they
will be available for free on Veselka TV YouTube
channel and on radio stations).
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The friendship between UWCF and McDonald’s
public catering restaurant grows stronger every
year. The staff of the restaurant located at the
address 14V Kiltseva Doroga always extend
a warm welcome to their little guests, those
supported by UWCF, and treat them with some
tasty delights. On 28 March, at the invitation of
the restaurant, small gourmands from Donbas,
those now living in Dzherelo care home in
Pushcha-Vodytsia, came to visit, in order to be
the first to try the renovated rooms, recreation
areas, to assess the quality of service. They had
an opportunity not only to eat some tasty food,
but to have fun and get some presents.

On the occasion of Children’s Day, a
Spring-Summer 2018 fashion show was held at
the initiative of AUCHAN Ukraine hypermarket
and with participation of Rodyna civil society
organization for disabled people, Tserebral
civil society organization and the United World
Cultures Foundation. Young fashion lovers and
staff members of AUCHAN Kiltseva presented a
wide range of clothing to the audience. The age
of fashion models was in the range from 3 to 23
years.

Just Like Me family-inclusive festival,
which took place on 10 June in T.G. Shevchenko
park (Kyiv), is gaining momentum every year,
involving more and more organizers, participants
and guests into its FAMILY. The goal of the
festival is to demonstrate the opportunities of an
inclusive society where people with disabilities
are full-fledged participants in the educational,
bringing-up or entertainment process, where
there are no obstacles to personal development,
communication, and where respect, tolerance and
mutual understanding prevail. Two organizations
co-organized Just Like Me festival: Rodyna civil
society organization for people with disabilities
and the United World Cultures Foundation,
which joined the initiative in 2017.

In addition to organizing a gala concert, UWCF
set up several locations for visitors: everyone had
an opportunity to check blood pressure and get
consultation from medical volunteers. Volunteer
Olga Donchenko invited children to have a bright
face painting and all athletes practiced yoga and
played table tennis with volunteer Valentyna
Logvynenko. The Foundation also made it
possible that pupils from Bila Tserkva and
Pugachiv orphanages take part in the festival.
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on the topic of first aid Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation and interactive classes Organism
– Little Universe. The purpose of the latter was
to help children get an idea of human internal
organs and their functions.

For the second year, amid a festive
atmosphere, UWCF and Kyiv city
centre for rehabilitation of children
with disabilities see the first-graders
off to school. 13 children who completed the
rehabilitation course in the Centre became pupils
of general and specialized schools in Kyiv. On
30 August 2018, during the festive celebrations
organized for first-graders and their parents,
children received backpacks and school packs as
a gift for successful learning.
For the fourth time, Mystetskyi Arsenal (the
National Art, Cultural and Museum Centre)
organizes a creative space – the Arsenal of
Ideas festival, which combines creative work of
children and adults, scientific innovations and
bold art projects, modern educational programs
and experimentation. From 26 to 30 September,
all curious kids and their parents usefully spent
their weekend. The United World Cultures
Foundation joined the festival for the second
time and, in the framework of Body thematic
group, involving students of Pediatrics Faculty
of Bogomolets National Medical University,
organized educational workshops for children
19

On 15 June, PARKOVY Congress and
Exhibition Centre hosted a grand event – the XX
Anniversary National Art Festival Mini Miss and
Mister of Ukraine 2018, and a gala concert Mini
Miss Ukraine: Cool 20, where outstanding bright
little stars were shining and showing their talents:
artistry, scenic culture, plasticity, imagery and
expressiveness. It was one big fairy tale for the
girls from Rodyna social rehabilitation centre.

New Year parties for children from Rodyna
social rehabilitation centre and teenagers with
disabilities under A Handful of Kindness project
of Rodyna CSO for people with disabilities, as
always, saw a friendly and cheerful atmosphere,
including songs, dances, some food delights,
various master classes and gifts from UWCF.
On 29 December, the United World Cultures
Foundation invited children with emotionalvolitional developmental challenges who study
and undergo rehabilitation at Special SchoolLife charitable institution to The Christmas Thief
stage play at the Centre of Culture and Arts of
the National Aviation University, and prepared a
nice gift for every child.
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LET’S IMPROVE CHILDREN’S LIVES PROGRAM

During 2018, our charity fund helped lowincome families, families with many children,
internally displaced persons and residents of
Donbas, orphanages and pre-school educational
institutions, rehabilitation centres for children
with
disabilities,
children’s
tuberculosis
sanatorium, local social service centres and other
those in need by providing them with food and
clothing, for which UWCF thanks its partners:
FoodBank Kyiv city charitable foundation,
charitable organization ICF Contribution to
Medicine Development, KATARINA store and
UWCF’s volunteers.
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LET’S IMPROVE CHILDREN’S LIVES PROGRAM

PROJECT

Active Leisure charity project

A

ctive Leisure project of Let’s Improve
Children’s Lives program is aimed at organizing
full-fledged, active leisure activities for children,
regardless of their age, place of residence or
religion. The project is also about improvement
of their psycho-emotional and physical condition,
organization of children’s leisure activities
combined with intellectual development, about
assistance in organizing a physically active
lifestyle, an increase in the number of persons
engaged in sports and recreational exercise on
a regular basis, about the formation of public
opinion on active participation in sports and
cultural group initiatives.
The project started in 2018 with the launch of
Strength of Spirit boxing club in Rodyna social
and rehabilitation centre. Since then, twice a week
Rodyna centre and once a month orphanages,
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which are supported by UWCF, host fitness and
boxing classes for children with special needs.
During 2018, as part of Active Leisure project,
Charity Fund UWCF jointly with volunteers
organized active leisure time on Jungle children’s
playground in Dream Town1 shopping centre, in
Bukakha entertainment centre (LEGO zone) and
Karlsson Park for friends from Donbas living in
Dzherelo boarding house in Pushcha-Vodytsia
(Kyiv), for children of UWCF’s active volunteers,
for kids from Rodyna social rehabilitation centre
and members of Pervotsvit folk music ensemble
of M.Verykivskyi Kyiv Children’s School of Arts
No. 2 under led by Julia Gershtun.
On the occasion of the 150th anniversary of
Kramatorsk city, Donetsk region, and the 150th

anniversary of the first ascent to the Kazbek peak,
Donbas regional mountaineering and climbing
federation, with UWCF’s assistance, organized a
climb to the Kazbek peak, which is 5,033.8 meters
high. The ascent by a group of 11 participants, 5 of
them were residents of Kramatorsk, others were
residents of Slovyansk, Druzhkivka, Dobropillia
and Bilozirske, at the age from 15 to 60 years old,
started in Georgia and continued along a classic
route of 2A complexity category. As a result, on 18
July, at 09:26 Kyiv time, the entire group arrived
at their destination.
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LET’S IMPROVE CHILDREN’S LIVES PROGRAM

CHARITY PROJECT

Special Talents charity project

B

y implementing this project, Charity Fund
UWCF promotes the development of a variety of
talents and searches for talented children among
those having special needs.
The United World Cultures Foundation in
partnership with Kyiv city centre for rehabilitation
of children with disabilities held a contest of
children’s photographs We live in the same
world, where children showed their perception
of the outside world and their experiences and
feelings, their love to something or someone,
to their favourite hobby or dish through their
photographs. On the occasion of the photo
contest, the centre also presented the works of
famous photographers from the Children of the
World exhibition organized by UWCF, which was
presented in Mystetsky Arsenal in 2017. On 5
June, the winners and participants of the photo
contest were awarded with diplomas and received
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soft toys as a gift. A real surprise for children was
a trip to Twelve Months park of happy animals.
Just Like Me family-inclusive festival united
children for creative development and joint
leisure. Talented performances by children and
young people with disabilities on the stage of
the festival pleased and delighted the audience.
They sang, danced, recited poems, played
musical instruments and demonstrated their
acrobatic skills. In 2018, for the first time, pupils
from orphanages became participants of the
festival. Thus, boys from Bila Tserkva orphanage
prepared a congratulatory concert program
with choreographic performance and songs,
and girls from Pugachiv orphanage participated
in the catwalk on the stage with the Queen of
Ukraine-2018 Yana Laurinaichute.
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LET’S IMPROVE CHILDREN’S LIVES PROGRAM

Cartload of Books
charity campaign
To bring the reading culture out of threat today
and to make it possible for children to learn the
magic world of interesting, informative, bright
books, during the year the United World Cultures
Foundation with the assistance of partner
organizations and volunteers was donating fiction
and educational books to kids and teenagers,
provided books to rural libraries, schools and
preschool educational institutions. Thus, books
were given to Bilochka preschool educational
facility in Klavdiyevo, kindergartens and schools
in Avdiyivka town of Donetsk region, libraries
of Bilylivka village, Ruzhyn district of Zhytomyr
region, Katerynivka village and Kleban-Byk
settlement of Illinivka amalgamated community
in Donetsk region, as well as to children during
various activities and events held by Charity
Fund UWCF.
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On the occasion of the World Children’s Day,
staff members of the United World Cultures
Foundation together with Vasylia Yana library
organized a real journey to the world of the Book
for children from Special School-Life charitable
organization (where children with autistic
developmental spectrum and similar disorders
of the emotional-volitional sphere study and
undergo rehabilitation). In a compelling format,
the library staff made the children familiar with
the types of books, their features, and together
we guessed riddles and watched a documentary
about the history of books, development of books
and publishing business. In addition, the children
attended a master class on making bookmarks in
the shape of small animals. With joy and interest,
children were making bunnies, small foxes, little
bears and penguins. A pleasant conclusion of our
trip was the treat with some favourite children’s
delights.
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PROGRAM

GRAND PRIX
The number of events held: 2.
The number of persons involved: 492.
Charitable assistance under the program is
worth UAH 142,571.
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GRAND PRIX PROGRAM

T

he main project of the program is the
international youth festival and competition
of classical dance Grand Prix Kyiv 2018, which
was held for the fourth time in T.G. Shevchenko
National Opera of Ukraine between 19 and 21
March. Boys and girls from Ukraine, Germany,
Italy, Spain, Norway, Turkey, Japan, South
Korea, the United States fought for the title of the
most talented dancers. In 2018, the competition
brought together a record number of participants:
65 contestants. GRAND PRIX KYIV is the only
classical dance contest of international level where
the participation is absolutely free of charge for
contestants.
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Every year, UWCF, a co-organizer of the
competition, invites children with special needs,
children of ATO participants and internally
displaced children to the gala concert. In 2018,
Charity Fund UWCF bought 462 tickets, which
were given to Kryla Volunteer Union ICF and were
meant for students of Ivan Bohun Kyiv Military
Lyceum, Rodyna civil society organization for
people with disabilities, With Warmth in Heart
charitable fund, for families of JFO (ATO)
participants and young spectators from the East
of Ukraine. They were met on the red carpet and
were entertained by fabulous heroes from Alice
in Wonderland. In the lobby of the National
Opera, UWCF set up photo zones and invited face
painting artist for children.

The highlight of the gala concert was a
performance by the composer and virtuoso pianist
Yevgen Khmara accompanied by a charming
Black Tie Quartet and B&B project acoustic band.
Young guests of the festival, the Big Children’s
Choir of the Ukrainian Radio, also prepared a
musical surprise.
On 5 October, on the eve of the Day of
Education Workers, fifth-grade students of Kyiv
State Choreographic School gave a gala concert.
The children showed episodes from famous
performances, which they mastered in just a
month. Confidently and persistently, these little
hard workers are becoming a part of the ballet

world. The audience saw episodes from Swan
Lake, Carmen, Ukrainian folk dances and enjoyed
some poems recited on the school’s main stage.
The United World Cultures Foundation also
congratulated the teaching staff of Kyiv State
Choreographic School on their professional
holiday and fifth-graders on their first academic
year at school and on the World Ballet Day, which
is celebrated every on 1 October annually! As a
gift, the children received ballet flats, which will
always be of use for them!
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PROGRAM

CHILDREN OF
AVDIYIVKA PROGRAM
The number of events held: 3.
Charitable assistance under the program in cash equivalent is worth UAH 18,405.

U

WCF continues to help Avdiyivka music
school in training Avdiyivka’s young talents.
In March 2018, Charity Fund UWCF financed
4 trips for pupils of Avdiyivka city council’s
music school to two regional competitions:
Bakhmut Spring regional competition among
art schools’ student in Donetsk region (Bakhmut
town of Donetsk region) and Silver String
open competition of young string and bowed
instruments performers (Kramatorsk, Donetsk
region).
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Young talents worthily represented their
school, having taken winning places in various
categories. Thus, 14-year-old Pavlo Semenyuta
took the first place in the Performers on Folk
Instruments category in Bakhmut Spring
competition. 13-year-old violinist Ivan Gorlachov
took the first place in String Instruments category
of Bakhmut Spring contest and won the Grand
Prix in Silver String competition. In addition,
9-year-old Ksenia Kosenko took the third place
in the younger age category of Silver String
competition.

At the beginning of the year, in the framework of
the Cartload of Books to Kindergarten campaign,
the United World Cultures Foundation donated
books to kindergartens and schools in Avdiyivka
of Donetsk region.
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PROGRAM

THE FUTURE
GENIUS PROGRAM
The number of events held: 1.
The number of persons reached by the events: 55 persons.
Charitable assistance under the program in cash equivalent is worth UAH 3,232.
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J

ointly with I.P. Kavaleridze museum and
workshop, artist Andriy Kulagin and journalist,
public activist Elena Tsarenko, the United World
Cultures Foundation organized a children’s
drawing competition on the topic of the cartoon
How Cossacks ...
The purpose of the competition is to promote
Ukrainian culture among young people, in
particular to promote the works of V.Dakhno, an
animated cartoon artist, director and scriptwriter of
a short animated cartoon about Zaporizhia Cossacks
named Grai, Tur and Oko.

On 27 February, representatives of the United
World Cultures Foundation together with artist
Andriy Kulagin and public activist Elena Tsarenko
summed up the results of the All-Ukrainian
children’s drawings competition How Cossacks
... in the premises of Ivan Kavaleridze museum
and workshop. A total of 55 drawings by children
from Kyiv, Donetsk, Dnipropetrovsk and Zhytomyr
regions took part in the competition.
All the participants received honorary diplomas
and valuable gifts. In addition, several participants
were awarded prizes for artistry.
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Charitable assistance deployed by Charity Fund UWCF in 2018

Cash – UAH 480,247
Donated goods and materials – UAH 1,778,217
Total – UAH 3,053,531

Assistance provided by Charity Fund UWCF under programs (in cash equivalent)

2 193 467

Walking to the Health Land program

210 650

Let’s Improve Children’s Lives program

142 571

Grand Prix program

18 405
3 232

Children of Avdiyivka program
The Future Genius program
Total – UAH 2,568,325

UWCF’s expenses in 2018

Cash expenses for charitable activities – UAH 287,887
Administrative expensesи – UAH 485,206
Cost of charitable assistance in the form of donated
goods and materials – UAH 2,280,438
Total – UAH 3,053,531
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Bank details to support the activities
of the Charitable Foundation «United
World Cultures»:
JSC «Raiffeisen Bank ABAL»
USREOU 40088505
MFI 380805
р / р 26004502795 (UAH)
PJSC CB «Privatbank»
USREOU 40088505
МФО 320649
р / р 26002052655846 (UAH)

+ 380 44 331 41 38
info@uwcfondation.com
uwcfua@gmail.com
03067, Kyiv, street Harmatnaya, 8

